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Abstract
We describe an image-compression technique of
Heidemann and Ritter [4] that is capable of: (i) detecting novel textures in a series of images, as well as
of: (ii) alerting the user to the similarity of a new
image to a previously-observed texture. This imagecompression technique has been implemented and
tested using our Astrobiology phone-cam system,
which employs Bluetooth communication to send
images to a local netbook server in the field for the
image-compression analysis. By providing more
advanced capabilities for similarity detection and
novelty detection, this image-compression technique
could be useful in giving more scientific autonomy to
robotic planetary rovers, and in assisting human
astronauts in their geological exploration.

1. Introduction
In prior work, we have developed computer
algorithms for real-time novelty detection and rarity
mapping for astrobiological and geological
exploration [1-3,5-8]. These algorithms were tested
at astrobiological field sites using mobile computing
platforms – originally [5-7] with a wearable
computer connected to a digital video camera, but
more recently [1-3,7-8] with a phone camera
connected wirelessly to a local or remote server
computer. The image features used in the novelty
detection and rarity mapping in prior work were
based only upon RGB or HSI color.
Nonetheless, even with image features limited to
color, the mobile exploration systems worked very
robustly. The „color-only‟ Cyborg Astrobiologist was
able to identify novel or uncommon areas of image
sequences in very different desert environments,
ranging from mostly white-colored gypsum to mostly
red-colored „redbed‟ sandstones. The system was
able to identify, for example, lichens of varying

colors within the desert landscapes as being novel
features (when first observed) of those landscapes [23,7-8].
Herein, we implement and test an image-compression
technique of Heidemann and Ritter [4] that is capable
of (i) detecting novel (colored) textures in a series of
images as well as of (ii) alerting the user to the
similarity of a new image to a previously-observed
texture. Such a capability could be useful in giving
more scientific autonomy to robotic planetary rovers,
and perhaps in assisting human astronauts in their
geological exploration. For example, suppose a semiautonomous planetary rover equipped with texturebased novelty detection is observing a long series of
textures corresponding to hematite concretions embedded in mineral deposits. With texture-based
novelty detection, this rover would report that a
particular previously-unobserved horizontally-layered texture is novel, and hence merits further investigation.

2. Heidemann and Ritter’s ImageCompression Technique
Following [4], we “calculate the similarity of two
images I1, I2 as:
DSIM(I1, I2) = S(I1) + S(I2) − S(I12).
(1)
S(.) denotes the bit size of a compressed image. I12 is
the „joint‟ image obtained as juxtaposition of pixel
arrays I1 and I2”.

3. Field Tests
The Astrobiology phone-cam system sends images
wirelessly by Bluetooth to a nearby netbook computer, dynamically building an image libary with
examples of different terrain. Each incoming image
IN is processed by the netbook computer by using

Eq.1 to compute the similarity DSIM(IN, IJ), with each
previous image, IJ. If DSIM(IN, IJ) is less than a
chosen threshold for all previous images IJ (for all
J<N), then we consider image IN as „novel‟ and return
a text message to the phone-cam by Bluetooth
informing the explorer that the image is novel. If the
image is novel, the explorer might decide to perform
a more detailed analysis of the ground or rocky
outcrop that image IN represents. If DSIM(IN, IJ) is
greater than the chosen threshold for one or more of
the previous images IJ, then the image IK, which has
the highest similarity score (highest value of DSIM(IN,
IK)), is returned to the phone-camera via Bluetooth,
juxtaposed with IN, in order for the user to assess the
similarity visually. We have performed tests of this
procedure for detecting novelty or similarity -- one
example image in the test sequence and its bestmatching prior image are juxtaposed in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Incoming image IN is on the left, and best-matching
image I37 is on the right.

4. Outlook
Our initial tests of this texture-based algorithm for
image comparison show promise for both novelty
detection and for similarity matching. Our next step
is to perform more extensive field testing of this
algorithm with the Astrobiology phone-cam at geological/astrobiological field sites.
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